Pak Rat “Companion” Transfer Compactors
Transfer payload into hopper of rear-loader or at the landfill/transfer station. Available in 6 CY, 8 CY, and 10 CY models. MSLC-10 SHOWN.

Standard Equipment (except when it is replaced by optional equipment)
- 6" Chrome Telescopic Packer Cylinder
- Six Independently Operated Loading Doors
- Eight Packer Panel Slide Bearings
- Hydraulic Open/Close/Lock Tailgate
- Redundant Rear Lights
- Pressure Gauge
- Sight Gauge on Hydraulic Tank
- Packing/Ejector Controls on Both Sides
- Splash Guards
- Two Body Lift Cylinders
- Loading Steps Both Sides
- Back-up Alarm
- 10 Micron Spin-on Filter
- 60 GPM Diverter

We reserve the right to change the design or these specifications at any time at our discretion without notice and to furnish such equipment without reference to the specifications shown herein. All standard equipment is not shown and optional equipment may be included.
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